
Material + Process in Perfect Union Joan Morris
Maiwa East: 1310 Odlum Drive, Vancouver BC
Oct 15 - 19, 2018 Mon - Fri, 10am - 4pm

Student Supply List:

Maiwa will supply most materials for this workshop including all dyes and an AMAZING selection of fabrics including beautiful
wools and silks.

The Maiwa Studios are well stocked work spaces, dedicated to all aspects of textile work,  but if you have your favorite tools
(such as scissors or rubber gloves) it is recommended that you bring them. Please remember to label all personal supplies.

Joan has asked that students bring:
*scissors
*notebook and pen
*seam ripper
*selection of needles for hand sewing (the finer, the better/whatever you feel comfortable hand-sewing with)
*rubber gloves (such as for dishwashing; not "surgical" gloves).
Long, heavy duty rubber gloves for dyers are very useful.  **Cotton liners are very useful when working with hot dyes as we
will be.

*Respirator fitted with cartridges for acid/organic gases. We will be using thiox for discharging.  I use a North Respirator fitted
with North 75SC cartridges.  Don’t forget to bring the dust pre-filter! And the caps that fold the pre-filter in place.  The
respirators run on the large size, so take this into account when ordering (size large is actually “very large”).  Please make
sure the respirator fits before you come to class.

OPTIONAL:
Feel free to bring your sewing machine (it isn’t a replacement for hand-sewing, but you can get some wonderful effects with a
machine).  Please ensure your machine is in working order and you bring the relevant attachments (feet, bobbins etc).
Maiwa will have 3 sewing machines set up to share.

Fabric:
If you want more variety, you should bring more for a higher total yardage---sheer, opaque, shiny, matt, textured, smooth,
rough, etc.  Different fabrics give different results.  Variety in your fabric selection is something to consider.  When selecting
wool, thinner is better.  If you can find some, wool challis is a perfect fabric for this class.

 Maiwa School of Textiles
Maiwa Handprints Ltd. schooloftextiles.com 604 669 3939


